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Sample Presentation Basics

The SpectraStar™ XT is used for diffuse reflection or transflection mode NIR measurements on solid, liquid or film samples. 
Samples are typically run in one of a variety of sample cup types available from KPM Analytics. The top window configuration 
also offers the flexibility of presenting samples in plastic bags, in plastic Petri dishes, in clear (flat bottom) glass vials, or for 
some applications by simply placing the sample directly on the window “as-is” (with sample transport mechanism removed). 
Figure 1 shows a soybean sample placed in the rotating sample transport mechanism of an RTW system.

When the sample is properly positioned on the instrument, a scan (i.e. acquisition of NIR spectrum) of the sample can be 
initiated by pressing a “Scan Sample” button on the UScan™ main screen. While scanning, when illuminated with a specific 
wavelength, some of the light penetrates the sample and interacts with specific molecules in the sample. The reflected light is 
measured by a detector and interpreted by the analyzer software.

An internal gold-plated diffusely reflective internal standard is built into the system. The reference surface is automatically 
positioned and measured by the system. The UScan software automatically performs reference updates for each sample or 
on a periodic basis (typically 30 minutes after the previous reference or prior to each sample). When the reference expires, the 
reference measurement must be updated before the next analysis can be performed. It is also possible to update the reference 
at any time by pressing the “Ref” button on the UScan main screen.

Figure 1: Filled US-LGOP-0001 Medium Open Cup placed in black position.
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An internal gold-plated diffusely reflective internal standard is built into the system. The reference surface is automatically 
positioned and measured by the system. The UScan software automatically performs reference updates for each sample or 
on a periodic basis (typically 30 minutes after the previous reference or prior to each sample). When the reference expires, the 
reference measurement must be updated before the next analysis can be performed. It is also possible to update the reference 
at any time by pressing the “Ref” button on the UScan main screen. See Section 6 for more details.

The multi cup adapter sample transport mechanism (illustrated in Figure 2) is magnetically held in place and aligned in the 
correct position with two positioning pins. A cup adapter corresponding to the cup size/type that is to be used must be inserted 
into the sample transport mechanism. It has three sets of holes fitting to positioning pins and they are used to align the cup in 
the correct position. They are color coded red, black and blue, see Figure 3. Corresponding cup holders are colored in same way. 
(2) A single-position version which has a fixed position to handle cups fitting in US-RTIR-0014 Adapter ring; i.e. powder cups and 
ring cups. The exception is the Five Inch Large Round Cup (US-RTCP-0003), which does not require an adapter.

Figure 2: Multi cup adapter mechanism with cup adapter removed. 

Color-coded
accessory 
selection Magnetically 

coupled drive

Figure 3: Multi cup adapter sample transport mechanism, top view (left) and bottom view (right).
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Figure 4: Examples of several cup adapters available for the multi-position rotating sample transport mechanism.

Power for the sample transport is provided via magnetically coupled drive. The rotating cup holder ring is locked into the 
transport mechanism by three equally spaced wheels on the multicup adapter, which seat into a groove on the outer perimeter of 
the cup holder. The cup adapter can be removed for cleaning or substitution (as illustrated in Figure 2). It is released by pressing 
the release knob (circled) inward. Examples of the sample cup adapters available for the rotating sample transport mechanism 
are illustrated in Figure 4. 

The rotating transport mechanism (or positioning plate used with STW systems) is very easily removed/replaced. With the 
sample transport mechanism removed, it is possible to place samples directly on the sample window. Figure 5 shows the 
sample interrogation area with a static Petri dish and a sample bag placed directly on the window.

Figure 5: Sample presentation area used to analyze directly-placed samples.
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Sample Cup Overview

The optical and physical properties of a material will generally dictate the interrogation mode and sample cup type that is 
optimal for a given application. All of the available cups and accessories are described in detail in the brochure “Unity Scientific 
– NIR Parts Catalog”. The following types of sample cups are available for use with the SpectraStar™ XT RTW system. Note that 
the ability to use a particular cup type will sometimes depend on having the correct instrument configuration and accessories.

1. Closed Powder Cups:

These cups are intended for use with powders or finely ground products. There are two basic powder cup versions supplied 
by KPM Analytics (illustrated in Figure 6). Both versions are constructed of metal for improved durability.

Version 1 (US-MPCP-0001 ) is designed to closely match the Technicon/Bran+Luebbe controlled compaction powder cup. 
Version 2 (US-ISID-0307) closely matches the ring cup supplied by FOSS/ISI/NIRSystems. These two cup versions, and their 
corresponding loading trays, are illustrated in Figures 6 and7.

The following accessories are used in loading these cups:

A) Sample cup loading tray for powder cup or ring cup
B) Sample scoop that also can be used as a strike-off tool to get an even packing in the closed cups
C) Brush

Figure 6: Powder cup Version 1 and corresponding loading tray.

Figure 7: Powder cup Version 2 and corresponding loading tray.
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When using either of these cups in a step rotation mode, it is recommended that UScan™ be configured to rotate the cup 
a whole number of cycles. The smallest rotation step size available for either of these cup types is 1/32 rotation per scan. 
These cups can also be used in a continuous rotation mode.

Sample Filling – Version 1: The sample cup “top” is inverted and placed in the sample tray receptacle. The user fills the 
sample chamber with material until overflow. The excess is skimmed off the top with a strike-off tool and the backing is then 
rotated in a clockwise direction until it locks into place.

Cup Placement – Version 1: The cup is inserted (window facing down) in the appropriate sample cup adapter for analysis. 
The three protrusions around the perimeter of the cup must fit into the corresponding cavities in the adapter.

Sample Removal – Version 1: The assembled cup (in inverted position) is placed into the loading tray. The backing is then 
rotated in a counterclockwise direction until it is unlocked. The backing is then removed. The top portion of the cup is lifted 
from the tray and the sample is dumped out. The window should be cleaned (by brushing the residual material away or more 
thoroughly if necessary) before another sample is analyzed in the cup.

Sample Filling – Version 2: The sample cup “top” is inverted and placed on a flat surface. The user pours a pre-measured 
amount of material into the cup. A disposable backing puck is then pushed into the cup base, pressing the sample against 
the window. The backing puck is retained by friction.

Cup Placement – Version 2: The cup is inserted (window facing down) in the appropriate sample cup adapter for analysis.

Sample Removal – Version 2: The assembled cup (in inverted position) is placed on a flat surface. The backing puck is then 
extracted using an appropriate tool (or by pulling on a removal tab affixed to the backing). The top portion of the cup is lifted 
from the surface, and the sample is dumped out. The window should be cleaned (by brushing the residual material away or 
more thoroughly if necessary) before another sample is analyzed in the cup.

2. Closed Granule Cup:

This cup was designed for use with coarsely ground solids, small pellets, or small whole seeds.

The closed granule cup (US-SLCP-0001) requires approximately 80 - 100 grams of material per sample. This cup closely 
matches the Bran+Luebbe® rotating cup. The cup is illustrated in Figure 4.8 along with the loading tray that is designed to be 
used for sample filling and removal.

The following accessories, available from KPM Analytics, are used in loading these cups:

A) Sample cup loading tray, rotating cup type
B) Sample scoop that also can be used as a strike-off tool to get an even packing in the closed cups
C) Brush

Figure 8: Closed granule cup and corresponding loading tray.
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When using this cup in a step rotation mode, it is recommended that UScan™ be configured to rotate the cup a whole number 
of cycles (see Section 5 for more information on configuring UScan™ ). The smallest step size possible with this cup type is 
1/24 rotation per scan. This cup can also be used in a continuous rotation mode.

Sample Filling: The sample cup window portion is placed in the sample tray receptacle (window facing down). The user fills 
the sample chamber with material until overflow. The excess is skimmed off the top with a strike-off tool, and the backing is 
then rotated in a clockwise direction until it locks into place.

Cup Placement: The cup is inserted into the sample transport mechanism (window facing down) and manually rotated until 
the pins on the cup transport ring mesh with the notches on the outer perimeter of the cup base. Depending on configuration, 
placement of the cup may be sufficient to automatically initiate the analysis. Otherwise a button must be pressed to initiate 
the analysis. The system will automatically rotate the sample as it is scanned in accordance with the product configuration.

Sample Removal: When the analysis is complete, the sample cup can be lifted off of the sample transport mechanism. The 
assembled cup is placed (window facing down) into the loading tray. The backing is then rotated in a counterclockwise 
direction until it is unlocked. The backing is then removed. The top portion of the cup is lifted from the tray and the sample is 
dumped out. The window should be cleaned (by brushing the residual material away or more thoroughly if necessary) before 
another sample is analyzed in the cup.

3. Open Cup with Plunger:

This cup type is available in medium (US-LGOP-0001) and large (US-RTCP-0003) sizes and can be used for numerous 
applications, including most of those for which the closed cups are used. This cup type is easier-to-use for most materials. 
An illustration of these cup types is provided in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Medium (left) and large (right) open cups with corresponding plunger/covers.
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Both the single position and multi-position rotating transport mechanisms support these cup types but it is generally 
recommended to use the multi-position transport mechanism for this cups in order to maximize the surface area that is 
measured. When using this cup in a step rotation mode, it is recommended that UScan™ be configured to rotate the cup a 
whole number of cycles. The smallest step size possible with this cup type is 1/24 rotation per scan.

Sample Filling: The cup can be used to scoop up a sufficient quantity of granular material from a sample container or the 
sample material can be poured into the cup. Excess material can simply be poured from the cup back into the container. 
When handling the cup, care should be taken not to touch the window surface on the bottom of the cup and/or it should be 
wiped clean before placement on the instrument. It is recommended that the cup be filled to at least half full, and it is best 
to fill it to approximately the same level each time. A cover/weight is provided that can be placed (optionally) on the top of 
the sample (use of this device is recommended for compressible materials). At least enough material to provide an “infinite 
thickness”* for diffuse reflectance measurements should be placed in the cup. If this is not achieved, then the measurement 
can be compromised by sample-to-sample reflectance measurement variability as well as stray light effects. In such 
instances, to guard against the latter, use of a cover over the sample transport area might be necessary.

Cup Placement: The cup is inserted into the sample transport mechanism (window facing down) and manually rotated until 
the pins on the cup transport ring mesh with the notches on the outer perimeter of the cup base. Depending on configuration, 
placement of the cup may be sufficient to automatically initiate the analysis. Otherwise a button must be pressed to initiate 
the analysis. The system will automatically rotate the sample as it is scanned in accordance with the product configuration. 
As mentioned above, if samples being presented do not provide “infinite thickness”* for the reflectance measurement, it may 
be necessary to place a cover over the entire sample transport area.

*Infinite thickness is defined here as a thickness beyond which adding additional material has no significant affect on the measurement.

Sample Removal: When the analysis is complete, the sample cup can be lifted off of the sample transport mechanism. If the 
accompanying cover/weight was used when loading the cup, it can simply be lifted off of the sample. The sample can then be 
dumped out of the cup into the sample container. The window should be cleaned before another sample is analyzed in the cup.

4. Transflectance Cup:

This cup type (US-SRCP-0025), illustrated in Figure10, is used for transflection mode analysis of liquids in a static (non-
rotating) mode. This cup has same diameter as the ring cup but height is 25 mm and it is used with adapter ring (US-
RTIR-0014). A Gold Reflector Stand with a thickness between 0.1 – 2.0 mm is used for transflection mode measurements. 
The most commonly used gold reflector has a thickness of 0.3 mm (effective path length 0.6 mm).

Figure 10: Liquid cup with transflectance inserts.
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Sample Filling: The user places a few drops of liquid onto the center of the backing window (sample platform) on the cup 
base. The top portion of the cup is then carefully lowered onto the cup base with the inscribed markings properly aligned 
compressing the sample between backing surface and window. The top of the cup is then rotated until it locks into place.

Cup Placement: The cup is inverted (window facing down) and centered on the sample window using an appropriate 
centering device / template.

Sample Removal: When the analysis is complete, the cup is simply lifted off of the sample window and returned to a window-
up orientation. The cup is disassembled by rotating the top portion counterclockwise relative to the base. The top portion 
is then lifted from the bottom portion. Both top and bottom portions of the cup must then be cleaned by rinsing with an 
appropriate solvent and subsequently dried with a soft, lint free cloth.

The most commonly used cups and loading accessories available from KPM Analytics for the SpectraStar™ XT Series 
Analyzer systems are described above. However, the sample presentation scheme is sufficiently flexible to permit 
retrofit-support of numerous other cup types and sampling devices, which are either in the process of being developed 
or are planned for future development. 

Please contact KPM Analytics for the latest information on available sample cups and other sampling accessories.


